The prernlums for a bonus-malus system whtch stays in financial equthbrtum over the yeats are calculated This ts done by mlmmtzmg a quadrattc functton of the difference between the premtum for an opttmal BMS wtth an lnfintte number of classes and the premium for a BMS with a ftmle number of classes, weighted by the stationary probabthty of being in a certain class, and by tmposmg vartous constratnts on the system, KEYWORDS Bonus-malus, quadratic ptogrammtng, stattonary dtstnbutton, negattve bmomtal.
INTRODUCTION
LEMA [RE and Zt (1994) analyze 30 bonus-malus systems (BMS) from around the world, wtth respect to four measures the relative stauonary average premtum level, the coefftctent of varlatton of the msured's premtum, the effictency of the system and the average opttmal retentton They show that these measures are all posttlvely correlated. They also conclude that "an apparently inescapable consequence of the implementation of a BMS ~s a progresstve decrease of the observed average premtum level, due to a concentration of pohcyholders m the htgh-dtscount classes ".
At the end of 30 years, the average premium level for a policyholder goes from around 70% of the starting premium level for Belgwm to a low of 40% for Japan Thts financial tmbalance results from penalties that are not severe enough for bad drtvers
The ,,econd author gratefully acknowledges the flnancml support of the Natural Sctences and Engineering Re,,earch Councd ot Canada ASFIN BULLETIN Vol 26 N¢~ I 1996, pp 107-116 In this note, we report on the construction of three hypothetical BMS which have the property of staying financially balanced over the years SAMMARTINI (1990) also considers the problem of constructing a BMS which is financially balanced He does this by permitting a driver to move to a lower class only if the claim frequency of his preceding class is lower than a fixed value.
We achieve a bonus-malus system financially balanced over the long term by using the premiums as parameters of the model. The premium for each class will be determined in such a way that the total premmms received should be at least equal to 100% of the mltml premium after a certain number of years, This note is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notanon and presents the model used. Section 3 reports the results of a snnnulation to calculate the number of policyholders in each class at periodic intervals, from which the stationary d~stNbutlon can be estimated Section 4 uses this reformation to construct an optimal BMS with a finite number of classes, with certain constraints ~mposed on the premiums so that the BMS is financially balanced at the end of a fixed time horizon. Finally, we present some concluding remarks.
DEFINITION OF THE BMS
Let n represent the number of classes of the system. The premium for class t, ~ = I,
•., n, is equal to the product of a base premium P and a fraction 0.01 x C,. A driver m class t pays a premium equal to 001 x C, x P Let N, be the number of accidents a policyholder has during the period It-I, t). We will assume that N, has a Negative Binomial (NB) distribution with parameters (a = 1.0923183, b = 7 70077) These parameter values were derived from the data of WEBER (1970) In this note, we will consider three BMS: A) BMSI is a system with 18 classes (n = 18) The premium corresponding to class 10 ~s equal to the base premium P, so that C~0 = 100. A new driver will start m this class. The class of a driver will be modified each year according to the following transition rules 1. a driver with no accident during a year goes down one class. 2 a driver goes up by two classes for the first accident m a year and by three classes for each subsequent accident m that year To model this system, let us denote by Y, the class of a driver for the period [t, t + I). This process Y, is thus defined by the following equation
with a minimum value of I and a maximum value of 18 BMSI ~s similar to the old Belgian BMS except that this one had the additional restriction that a driver not responsible for any accident during 4 consecutive years, and whose class ~s higher than 10, will go back to class 10 B) BMS2 ~s a system Snnllar to BMS1, but with a higher penalty for an accident A driver will go up by 3 classes for the first accident m a year and by 4 classes for each subsequent accident m that year, so that Y, ~s defined by
It= Y~_l+4Nt-l,t~l C) BMS3 is a system with the same rules as BMS2 but with 24 classes.
STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION
When the random variables (r v.) N i .... N, (defined m section I) are independent, the stationary dlstnbutmn of a BMS can be computed using DUFRESNE'S (1988) recursive procedure, as mgenvector of the transition matrix or as hm~t value of the transition matrix In the model where the r v N t 12, , N t 12 have a Poisson distribution and 2 follows a gamma distribution, the unconditional r.v. Ni, , Nt, which follow a negative binomial distnbuuon, are dependent To estmlate the number of drivels in each class after a large number of ycars, we must therefore resort to smlulauon. We start with an hypothetical portfolio of 100,000 dnvers mltmlly m class I0 and smlulate for each of them their claim experience over the next 40 years, using the NB (1.0923183, 7 70077) distribution Table I contains the simulated number of drivers m each class for BMSI after 10, 20, 30 and 40 years. The nurnbel of drivers in each class m year 40 is dw~ded by 100,000 to estimate the stationary probabd~ty of being m class i, denoted f, (last column of Table 1) Tables 2 and 3 contain the same reformation for BMS2 and BMS3 respectively The period of 40 years was chosen as the approximate average driving career of a pohcyholder I  40435  51266  56289  56019  0 56019  2  0  8896  3638  5137  0 05137  3  0  3660  3958  4488  004488  4  24747  4019  7784  4998  0 04998  5  0  831  1595  1754  0 01754  6  0  7503  1440  3540  0 03540  7  0  880  1076  1497  0 01497  8  14514  497  4090  1079  0 01079  9  0  220  654  732  0 00732  I0  0  5810  497  2772  0 02772  II  0  248  402  596  0 00596  12  8675  131  3338  542  000542  13  0  91  338  494  0 00494  14  0  4259  325  2256  002256  15  I  I01  332  497  0 00497  16  4973  144  2764  494  0 00494  17  I  234  412  591  0 00591  18  29  3094  489  1973  0 01973  19  71  298  676  776  0 00776  20  2850  515  2276  1034  0 01034  21  198  854  985  1296  0 01296  22  425  2447  1486  2239  0 02239  23  998  1512  2087  2143  002143  24  2083  2490  3069  3053  0 03053 4. OPTIMAL BMS LEMAIRE (1985) has shown that m an optimal BMS, with an infinite number of classes, the premium for a driver who had N accidents in t years was given by
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b a+N xP a b+t
He also showed that this opumal BMS was financially balanced, l e. the average premmm received each year by the insurer was 100% P. With our estimated values for the parameters a and b, we find m Table 4 the percentages of P for the optimal prennum for N--<4 and t--<9 We can approximate each BMS introduced in secnon 2 by a table of the same form as Table 4 . Those tables give, for each value of N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and t = 1 .... 9 the percentage C, of the premium P paid by a driver who had N accidents by time t and who is m class t Note that the initial class for a driver is always class 10 Table 5 approximates BMS1. For certain values of N and t, many classes are possible, since the class m which a driver is, depends not only on the total number of accidents N but also on the way these accidents are distributed among the t years For example, a driver who has 4 accidents m the first two years can be in class 17 or 18 at the end of the second year. He wdl be m class 17 if these accidents are distributed as (N~, N2) = (4, 0), but he will be m class 18, if these accidents are distributed any other way. This problematic situation can occur when there are many accidents (N>~4), but its probability is very small. As a general rule, we will then choose the highest class in which a driver can be. It also corresponds to the most probable class. With our estimated values for the parameters of the NB distribution, we find, for a driver w~th 4 accidents in 2 year,;, that the probablhty of being in class 17 is 0.000105747 (only when (Nm, N2) = (4, 0)), while that of being m class 18 ts 20 times higher (000222068) Class 18 will also be the class of all drivers with more than 4 accidents in the first year and none in the second year A problemanc situation can also occur when the bottom class is reached for longer driwng periods. In this study, we hm]ted the ume horizon to t = 9 years. But with BMSI, a policyholder who has only one accident m 12 years could be m class 3, 2 or 1 the following year, depending on whether this accident occurred in year 12, 11 or before This situation will occur more frequently than that discussed previously, if we consider long driving periods.
Slmdarly, we can construct Table 6 to approxmlate BMS2 and Table 7 for BMS3 To find the optimal values of C, of Tables 5, 6 and 7, we will mlmm~ze for all (N, t), the quadratic error between the premium in a system with an infinite number of classes, b a+N x P, a b+t and that paid in the approximating BMS, 0.01 x C, xP, weighted by f,, the stanonary probabdlty of being In class t.
It is eqmvalent to mimmlze the quadratic function f, x [C,-100CcN ' ,j]2 (N, t) on the variables C,; we will impose certain constraints on the BMS I The constraints C,+~-C,>~0, i = 1 .... n-I will ensure that the premium increases with the class 
